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Fascino-2 sets high standards: a 
fixed table leg system that is both fi
open and diverse. A program de-
signed for higher class seating and
an executive working style. Light 
and intriguingly delicate, each mod-
el is a definite enhancement at a
conference or meeting. Modern and
transparent is also the philosophy t
behind the table - a space to think,
move, talk and act.

An individual in both presentation
and finishing, Fascino-2 is the 
perfect table for every idea and 
concept. A range of dimensions, 
tops and surfaces create many
different environments. Either a 
solitary highlight or the perfect 
table group for conferences. As a
rectangle, shallow oval, full oval,

ellipse or round. With a satin glass
top, quality wooden veneer, or 
durable laminate finish and stable 
cast aluminum frame. All models 
with wooden or artificial surfaces 
are equipped with electrical con-
nections and cable ducts. Beauty
inspires.



Fascino-2 in the large ellipse confer-
ence version with a walnut surface. 
An exclusive table for conferences 
where style and interiors have an 
impact. Combined here with Axos 
conference chairs.



09Fascino-2: Conference



The wooden tabletops are perfectly crafted. The bevelled edges make the tables appear light and airy.

Silicon rings hold the glass top securely and are virtually invisible.
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Transparent and light, the frame is available in black, brilliant silver,
polished aluminum or polished chrome.

Integrated connection boxes for wooden tops, revolving or swiveling. 
Cable ducts and channels are additional extras. Multiple configurations 
for power and data connections.



rectangular

F105

1200 x 1000 mm

F115

1600 x 1000 mm

F125

1800 x 1000 mm

F135

2000 x 1000 mm

F145

2400 x 1200 mm

round

F205

1100 mm

F215

1300 mm

F805*

800 mm

Höhe 1100 mm

oval

F305

1800 x 1000 mm

F315

2100 x 1200 mm

F325

2400 x 1200 mm

shallow oval

F405

1800 x 1000 mm

F415

2100 x 1200 mm

F425

2400 x 1200 mm

ellipse, two piece

F 505

3200 x 1000 / 1300 mm

F 515

4000 x 1000 / 1300 mm

F 525

4800 x 1000 / 1300 mm
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Table with wooden top

hexagonal

F 605

2400 x 1000 mm

Individual table sizes and special dimensions

available upon request.

Table surfaces

Available woods

natural beech natural maple natural ash European 

cherrywood 
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m
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Table with wooden top / laminate surfaces

_Feet of cast aluminum

_Slim, transparent form

_Light and airy appearance

_Wide range of dimensions and special sizes available

_30 mm MDF top 

_Edges bevelled to 13 mm

_0.8 mm wood veneer or laminated finish

_Power and data connection boxes, horizontal and vertical cabling

_Black adjustable gliders

_Easy to assemble and reassemble

_Textile screen available upon request

Laminate surfaces

light grey beech maple light stone walnut cherrywoodwalnut



13Fascino-2: Available products

Table with glass top

_Feet and frame of cast aluminum

_Slim, transparent structure

_Wide range of dimensions and special sizes available

_Satin glass, 12 mm

_Smoothly ground 90° edges, encased

_Silicon rings to hold glass tabletops

_Black adjustable gliders

_Easy to assemble and reassemble

_Textile screens available upon request

rectangular

F116

1600 x 1000 mm

F126

1800 x 1000 mm

F136

2000 x 1000 mm

F146

2400 x 1200 mm

round

F216

1300 mm

oval

F306

1800 x 1000 mm

F316

2100 x 1200 mm

F326

2400 x 1200 mm

shallow oval

F406

1800 x 1000 mm

F416

2100 x 1000 mm

F426

2400 x 1200 mm

ellipse, two piece

F 506

3200 x 1000 /1300 mm

Table with glass top
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power and data connection 

box, swiveling

aluminum cable channelpower and data connection 

box with rotating connection 

unit

cable entry portsatin glass

Glass



Product-Design Fascino-2:
Elzenbeck/Haar
Product-Design Pars & Quatro:
interstuhl

Quality produced 
for the environment

Tested
safety

Quality
Office

Premium
product

3 year full
warranty

Certified
environmental 
management

5 year long-term
warranty

3 5

Premium products

It is often the case that the termi-
nology surrounding new innova-
tions becomes a hindrance rather 
than a help. High-flown language
is frequently used and misused
for promotional reasons and this 
can obscure information relating
 to actual, rather than pseudo in-
novations. This is why we are par-
ticularly pleased that customers 
can now not only experience the 
quality of our products, they can 
see it too: we are the first manu-
facturer to be granted the right to 
label our products with the official 
“Premium Product” seal, awarded 
by the LGA testing company and 
TÜV Rheinland Group certification  
body. In addition, we have now 
won yet another accolade, best 
“quality office”. In effect, this 
means that every Interstuhl prod-
uct provides an optimum sitting 
environment and that all owners
of Interstuhl chairs can rest as-
sured that they have chosen the 
best possible product. This then 
has an effect on other colleagues 
and the working day as a whole. 
And we are more than happy to
put a 5-year guarantee for every-
one’s peace of mind. However, we
 must share the praise for our inno-
vative seating solutions with the 
institutes that are always ready to 
support us in their development; 
we are sure that we will continue
to work together in the future.

Quality Office

Issued by the Verband Büro-,  
Sitz- und Objektmöbel e.V., the 
German Standards Institute (DIN), 
the Verwaltungs- und Berufs-
genossenschaft, INQA Büro, Initi-
ative neue Qualität der Büroarbeit, 
and the Federal Institute for  
Occupational Safety and Health.


